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NEW ZEALAND! Karl and the Hilde M2 arrive in Opua on November 3, after a two-week passage that
started out so rough that some boats turned back, but then calmed down literally -- and turned out a
little slow.
********
This passage had been billed as fraught with possible/probable difficulties, so it was especially great to
get the awaited landline call! He's now completing arrangements with Ashby's Boatyard where the
HM2 will be hauled on the 10th. Then, at 12:35 AM on Saturday, November 21, he'll arrive at Dulles
Airport for the looked forward-to sabbatical! Please excuse all the asterisks; your Editor is excited! Be
sure to come visit on Sunday December 13 if you can (call 283-2514 and leave a message to say you
will join us, or drop a card to Route 1, Box 712F, Accokeek, MD 20607). Arrive anytime between 1
and 7 PM and stay as long as you like. If it's a pretty day, you might want to wear outdoor clothes and
shoes, and walk down to the river in between the munching and talking. If you want to come but can't
make it that day, then let me know that you need another time and, after he gets here so we can consult,
I'll get back to you and we'll set up a time. [Note: Remember, this was back in 1987!]
************
The FOURTEENTH LETTER FROM THE CAPTAIN picks up The Voyage midway during his time in
Fiji. Jezabel, our formerly trustworthy Zenith 171, is still down, so the real Hilde M again gets credit
for the key entry.
"The short trip north from Kadavu on September 11 was uneventful. It started by predawn moonlight
but I had no problem clearing the reefs west of Vunisea since I had anchored in the outer fringes. I
made good time, close reaching in a NE breeze that began light but freshened during the morning
hours. By noon I had the reef SW of Bequa (Mbengga) in sight. I was able to sail close along the outer
fringe, keeping the breakers in view to starboard until I was off the Yanuca (Yanutha) passage. Then it
was necessary to beat into the strong wind and heavy chop in order to gain the Bequa lagoon.
"With the help of the engine I made it in against the boisterous conditions but looked for shelter behind
Yanuca Island about 2:40 p.m. instead of bashing another six miles E to the island of Bequa, itself.
Even behind Yanuca there were gusts that found their way around the N end or over the top and the
anchorage was restless. In addition the bottom was deep and shoaled rapidly with many coral heads.
"I had to anchor 3 times before I was satisfied that I would hold well without wrapping the chain.
Between my snorkeling anchor checks and pulling up of chain I had more than my daily share of

exercise that Friday. In the process I bent the bow roller again when the anchor snubbed on the #2
abort.
"Saturday I worked about the boat, re-straightening the roller housing with C clamps and getting some
writing done. It was cloudy and windy so I passed up an urge to snorkel along the reef. During the
afternoon John and Lindy McKeown on their trimaran WARLOCK OF BRISBANE came in, followed by
Sean and Carolyn Johnston (actually, her last name is something else until January '88 when they wed
in Auckland - I'm invited) in SPALPEEN, an older 42' Cheoy Lee.
"We had all been anchored close by in Suva and I had delivered some ham radio messages for the
McKeowns. We all got better acquainted over tea and scones on WARLOCK shortly after I had a good
radio contact with B through our friend Peter, W610M, in Seattle. I enjoyed a pleasant evening with
the two young couples after my own link with home.
"Sunday morning in somewhat calmer conditions I rowed a copy of my latest SSCA (Seven Seas
Cruising Assn.) Journal over to the McKeowns. Making a date to see them again at Malolo Lailai
Island, I departed on my own trip W along the S coast of Viti Levu. The sky was still overcast but I had
no problem 'eyeballing' my way out the pass in the morning light. I had a fairly short down wind run to
Somo Somo Bay and arrived there about 1:30 PM., threading my way through an 80 yard wide gap in
the fringing reef into a fairly long deep bit of sheltered water.
"Again, the water appeared to be either more than 40' or less than 5' deep with not much of a place to
put down a hook without lots of chain handling. After two circuits around the bay, I selected the one
30' spot I could find and let go the chain. It held on the first try and I headed for shore in the dinghy to
do Sevu Sevu with the chief of the village of Naboutini (Namboutini).
.
"Two boys, both named Joseph, met me at the rocky shoreline and proudly escorted me to what
appeared to be the poorest house in the village. I don't think many yachts come in here, judging by the
great interest of the villagers, probably because the pass is narrow and hard to find. I was received very
courteously by the chief and his family. They all appeared to have been lying down for a siesta though
it was after 2:30 PM.
"This time I remembered to take off my thongs outside the door and made a much more professional
presentation and short speech, telling about my boat and my home and my single handed voyage. The
chief clapped his hands twice, touched the bundle of yangona to signify his acceptance, and then
welcomed me in Fijian. The people in the house clapped their hands in a rhythm of two claps, pause,
two claps, pause, two claps.
"All around the outside of the house, a fair sized crowd had gathered to see the crazy white haired man
that sailed alone from America. After a look around the village and an attempt to buy some bread (no
bakery, and the bread from Suva was all sold out), I returned to the boat to tinker with the engine. I had
discovered a slow leak at the high-pressure line connector to the forward injector and was able to
tighten it some.
"The following day I continued my westward journey, departing about 8:15 AM. after a quick check on
the ham weather net revealed no nasty stuff in the offing. I motor sailed in a light ESE breeze for the
first hour or so but was able to sail along nicely under the foresail when things picked up a bit. The

mountainous shore unrolled past my starboard side, giving way to more gently rolling hills and the
broad valley of the Sigatoka River where much of the produce of Viti Levu is grown on lush farms.
Beyond this point the land became drier and more desolate looking. Gradually the sea had become
rougher in the increasing SE wind and the HM2 became rather rolly.
"About 4 PM I arrived off the broad pass leading to a fairly shallow bay west of Likuri Island. I was
able to anchor here in about 10' of water with fairly good protection from the wind. The island
appeared to be deserted though fairly large and heavily wooded. During the night I saw a glow that
looked like a large fire somewhere beyond the island. In the morning I found the deck covered with ash
and carbon, blown on the wind from cane fires E along the coast. Again, I was the only boat at the
anchorage, though it seemed to me to be a perfect spot for any small yacht headed W along the coast. I
had so far seen only two sailboats at a distance in the last couple days.
"I was away from Livuki Island by 8:30 a.m., motor-sailing at first to clear the pass and then sailing
under the genoa alone, keeping the breaking reefs in sight to starboard. At 11 AM. I turned NE into
Navula pass and was in the somewhat more sheltered Nadi (Nandi) waters broadly enclosed by the
barrier reefs that extend W of Viti Levu. Once inside I turned NW again, this time keeping the reefs to
my port side, making for small mountainous Malolo Island and smaller but still hilly Malolo Lailai.
"As I left the wind shadow of Viti Levu, even the enclosed water became boisterous, but the downwind
run was easy. Just off the SE point of Malolo Lailai I passed behind a smaller reef fringing the island
and the water grew calmer again but I had no illusions about what wind and waves could do here. A
large abandoned motor vessel, perhaps 80' in length, was perched on the reef.
"At first glance she seemed to be riding at anchor. As I came closer I could see that she was high and
dry on the coral, thrust there by a mountainous wave. There was no visible damage to her well-painted
superstructure but the hull had been crushed. I can't even imagine what would have happened to an
eggshell like the HM2 in those circumstances. That's why there's a mass exodus of yachts from Fiji at
the beginning of the cyclone (hurricane) season in November."
MALOLO LAILAI. "Rounding the island inside the small reef, I found myself in the anchorage at
Malolo Lailai about 12:30 p.m. Motoring around the bay I finally selected a relatively shallow area in
40' of fairly clear water, not far from Deep Water Point, the place where Malolo Lailai is nearly
connected to her big sister island by a sandy shoal that can be waded at low tide.
"The rather large open bay was dotted by about 20 yachts of all nationalities and descriptions. The
yachties had already begun to gather for the 'Regatta Week’, which precedes the annual Malolo to Port
Vila yacht race each year. The fun activities were due to begin the following Saturday and in my
generally antisocial way I was thinking of departing to cruise the Fiji Islands to the N before the largest
crowd arrived.
"I dinghied over toward the buildings of Musket Cove Resort to check in and explore the place, but
found that the water became too shallow to row in before I had covered half the distance from the boat.
I had to put out the dinghy anchor and wade most of the way in ankle deep water. Ashore I found a
pleasant laid back family type resort that consisted of a small restaurant/bistro, a swimming pool, a
reception building and general store, and about 25 or 30 'bungalows' that accommodate six people each
and are equipped with kitchenettes.

The yachties' paradise at Malolo LaiLai

"I paid a dollar (Fiji currency) and became a life member of the Musket Cove Yacht Club. This is an
elite membership of more than 1,000 sailors, all blue water cruisers (they've all sailed here from
overseas) that was started some years ago by Dick Smith, an Australian yachtsman who has become a
legend in his own time as a pioneer in Fijian tourism.
"Dick is the commodore of the club and the owner of Musket Cove. He arrived from Sydney in 1959
and soon began operating cruises from Lautoka to the outer islands. In the 60's he created Castaway
Resort, the first out island resort in Fiji. He later bought Malolo Lailai, one of the few 'freehold' islands
in the Fijian archipelago, and established resorts there. In all these years he's kept his interest in
yachting, and yachtsmen are always welcome at Musket Cove.
"The Port Vila Race is another of Dick's brainchildren. This year 37 boats would participate, but more
than 50 boats entered into the fun beforehand. All kinds of things were planned, from dinghy races to a
talent show and a 'live figurehead' parade. Dick and his helpers were already bustling about making
ready for the big week, and I began to think that I might stay on a few extra days just to see what would
happen.
"I checked out the 'trading post' general store. Fortunately, I had most provisions I needed for the next
couple weeks aboard. Those of you who know me well realize that I'm a mayonnaise freak. I use it in
everything from peanut butter sandwiches to tuna salad and even in cold tomato soup. The store had
none. It had 3 kinds of mustard, 2 kinds of horseradish, and even bottled mint sauce, but no mayo!
"I did buy some bread and a few cans of baked beans, another favorite dish on the HM2. After a
refreshing shower I headed back to the boat. The evening was spent aboard although I'd have liked to
eat ashore. The wind made the bay choppy, the night was as black as the inside of your hat, and
somehow I couldn't get interested in thrashing around out there in the dark with a receding tide.

"Those are the only drawbacks of Musket Cove as a yacht club. Facilities for dinghies are poor and the
anchorage is a trifle exposed for complete comfort. The warm welcome ashore mostly makes up for
that.
"Wednesday I took a load of dirties ashore and turned it over to the ladies in the hotel laundry. They
preside over two washing machines and about a mile of clothesline. The arrangement seemed much
more attractive than doing my wash on the beach and hanging it in the rigging, and it got me around the
problem of hauling water. I lunched at the bistro and enjoyed a pleasant afternoon on the beach at Deep
Water Point.
"Thursday afternoon I took extra clothes ashore and lounged at the bistro, showering and changing
before the pig-on-a-spit barbecue in the evening. My tablemates for the evening were Susan (N6HFD)
and Paul from WHITE CLOUD, and Bryan Hucaluk and Michelle Helms from ROVING STONE.
"Michelle is a GP physician taking her retirement in installments and sailing whenever she can. She
planned to return home to the West Coast after Regatta Week to sit for her 'boards' again and work to
build up her funds, but wasn't looking forward to setting up practice once more. The insurance
premiums she mentioned sounded horrendous, especially for someone starting a practice again. I
suggested that she consider working in an HMO like Group Health Association, the one B and I have
belonged to for nearly 30 years. She said she was considering it.
"The next morning I returned to the laundry to reclaim my shorts, shirts, and sheets. I had a dividend in
the form of a purple towel that clearly didn't belong. Unfortunately my sheets were missing. The ladies
thought they might have gone to another boat, so I rowed around to the one they mentioned but had no
luck. The loss of a pair of sheets wouldn't be a disaster but it wouldn't help things on the HM2 either. I
had even made up a laundry list and had given it to the ladies, but it hadn't helped. I drowned my
sorrows by having lunch again at the bistro.
"Saturday morning Bryan from ROVING STONE brought the sheets to the laundry and I was happy
again. I bought some fruit at the 'trader' and enjoyed a cup of tea with Bryan at the bistro before
returning to the boat, changing to swim suit, and taking the dink over to the beach for a good
scrubdown.
"While attacking the growth on the dinghy bottom I got to talking with Bob Wells from the New
Zealand yacht SYLVIA, who was doing the same with his pram. (Bob's name was easy for me to
remember. It's the same as that of a long time associate at the Pentagon.) He and his wife, Sylvia, have
been cruising in Fiji during the New Zealand winters since 1974 and know the islands and most of the
local people very well. He generously offered to mark my charts of the Yasawa Islands and to lend me
some hard-to-get local charts.
"While getting ready for an evening ashore with some friends I made the horrifying discovery that my
wallet was missing. My last recollection of it was when I paid for my tea that morning, so I rowed
ashore and reported it to Fufu, the manager, who said she'd make an inquiry among the waitresses. I
also reported the loss to Philomina, the regatta week coordinator, and to the head receptionist. I
retraced my travels during the day in case it had dropped somewhere along the way. I was heartsick at
the thought of the lost ID and the plastic cards. I didn't have much cash in it and the money loss was
minor.

"That evening I joined the yachties for the first event of their week - a barbecue - and ate with my
friends the Johnstons and McKeowns from SPALPEEN and WARLOCK. Carolyn and Sean asked me to
crew on SPALPEEN for the fun race to 'Magic Island' (Namotu) on Sunday. I decided I might as well,
since I had done all the searching for the wallet that I could. That matter was in the hands of Fufu,
Philo, and the other Musket Cove people.

In foreground, Spalpeen, on which Karl race crewed

"Sunday, September 20, dawned fair and almost windless for a change. Sean picked me up in his dink
about 9 AM and we soon had SPALPEEN ready for the contest. When the horn sounded at 10 AM
about 20 yachts were maneuvering near the starting line and I was already a nervous wreck. I was at
the wheel since I wasn't familiar with the numerous halliards, sheets, and reefing lines that led to the
large cockpit.
"Sean moved about trimming the sails and shouting over his shoulder for me to 'stand on' in spite of the
fact that boats were converging from every angle. Fortunately, the wind was light, but I was nervous
having boats so close together, even if they were only moving slowly. At one point with a huge yacht
only about 15' off our port bow I began to put the wheel over to get a bit more room.
"Sean put his hand on it to stop me and told me to hold the course. Well, ‘it's your own boat,' I thought
as I held my breath. ‘You must not have done much racing,' he chuckled. ‘That's for sure' I gritted.
Gradually the boats dispersed a bit, and with a deft move to port we managed to cover the boat we cut
behind and a couple more besides.
"Suddenly we were ahead of all but 3 yachts. I could see that Sean was a hard competitor. He was
hopelessly outclassed, of course. There were two 65' Swans in the race as well as other go-fast boats.
His 42' Cheoy Lee was built for comfort rather than speed, but Sean made her perform wel1. Near us
was the RACHEL B. JACKSON, a beautiful gaff rigged schooner from Texas. B will remember her
from Papeete where she was moored near us at the seawall.
"The wind remained rather light and we were forced to tack to gain the island. A good many of the
boats began to motor sail but Sean would have none of it. We finished fourth among those who sailed!

The yachties “Wet Tee-Shirt” contest

"At Magic Island there was a very nice barbecue lunch followed by highlights of the day, the ‘Hairy
Chest' contest and the ‘Wet T-shirt' contest. Much fun was had by all and nearly everyone got wet especially the judges who were dunked by the disgruntled contestants who lost.
"On the race back to Malolo Lailai we took the slightly longer route, retracing our outward passage,
now downwind, under headsails alone. Everyone else took the shorter route via the passage through the
reef SE of the island. Our gamble paid off and we were the first yacht back under sail. We had worked
out a scheme to drop Sean Off in the dinghy before we went out to anchor. (The race rule stated that
the winner was the first skipper to raise a 'stubby' at the bar.) We celebrated our victory at the bistro,
drinking the free beer as the winning crew far into the evening. ‘Maybe there is something to this
racing business,' I thought." (Ed. Note: uh, oh!)
"Monday morning I got a call on the VHF radio from Philo at the yacht club. The wallet was found! I
hastened ashore. The receptionist had it - all intact - turned in by a waitress in the bistro. They all
refused any reward. I was so relieved! I could hardly believe my good fortune.
"There were more activities: golf driving and volleyball contests on the beach at Deep Water Point.
Lots of sailing dinghies were practicing for a race that afternoon. I thought that I might try, but
remembered that I had covered the attachments for the mast shrouds and forestay when I covered the
gunnels with vinyl hose. There wasn't time to devise new hardware.
"As it turned out, the wind grew too strong and the race was postponed. I spent part of the day working
on BL13. In the evening the crews of SPALPEEN, WARLOCK, HM2, AND SARABANDE II all had a
fine supper and lots of good talk on SPALPEEN. I was informed that my services were needed Tuesday
for the race to Beachcomber (Tai) Island. Us top quality racing crews are in great demand. I was
joined the next morning on SPALPEEN by Jeff, a young sailor who had signed on to ROVING STONE
for the race to Port Vila.
"The Beachcomber race turned out to be a bit of a letdown. After a promising start the wind died down
and everyone ended up motoring most of the 12-mile course. We did enjoy an excellent lunch as the
guests of the Beachcomber establishment. Certainly Dick Smith and his helpers had organized a
wonderful week for the yachties. The Vila race entry was only $20 per boat, a fee that was more than
offset by free food and reduced rates on other amenities.

"While at Beachcomber I had an interesting talk with Emil Dopyera, skipper of the RACHEL B.
JACKSON. Turns out he bought her in Maine where she was built in the early 80's. I was fascinated by
a man who would buy such a traditional boat when for similar cost and upkeep he might have had one
of those go-fast Swans. He arranged for crew through the sail training association, giving several
young Australians a rare opportunity for experience on a 'tall ship'. One or two of them will be on a ship
during the Australian bicentennial celebration next year.
"That evening after the race I traded paperback books with Sean and Carolyn and made plans to attend
their wedding in Auckland January 9. I visited with Bob and Sylvia Wells on SYLVIA Wednesday
morning, and got a thorough briefing on sailing through the Yasawa Islands NW of Viti Levu. Bob
marked some of the better anchorages and reef passages on my charts while Sylvia plied me with hot
bran muffins. Good people!
"I spent part of the afternoon writing and then rowed ashore for a shower, a Fijian Lovo feast and the
yachtie talent show. When I got to the bistro I learned with horror that there had been a very bad
accident in the power dinghy race that afternoon. Don, the skipper of La VIOLANTE, a charter sailing
vessel, had been thrown from his inflatable when it crossed the wake of another, then had been run over
by his own dinghy when it roared out of control.
"Either his 35 HP engine had no ‘dead man' kill switch, or he had defeated it. He was badly cut about
the face and neck by his prop. By great good fortune there was a plane on the island airstrip and he was
flown immediately to Lautoka and the hospital. We got word later that he would be flown to New
Zealand for surgery.

George Duttle boogies at Musket
Cove

"The Lovo roasted pig was delicious, at least to this sometime vegetarian. I ate with George Duttle, a
very nice fellow who single hands on a 28' double ender named FRANCES THERESA. He looks like
Santa Claus and had fifteen children before he quit the Catholic Church. Also at our table were two

women, Joy and Jeannine, who sail a yacht called BANSHEE, and George Ettoffman and his wife from
IO, a Westsail 32' from the west coast.
"The talent show was fun. I didn't perform, but took lots of photographs for the contestants, and ran the
tape recorder for one sterling performance. One of the best acts was a chorus from four boats singing
some doggerel about all the rest of us. Runner up was George Duttle and Philo doing a disco number.
After the show Jeff came back with me to sleep on the HM2 so Bryan and Michelle could have
ROVING STONE to themselves - her time in paradise was winding down and they were both sad and in
need of consolation." (Ed: I could certainly identify with that.)
"Thursday, September 24 I made ready to depart Malolo Lailai for Lautoka and some restocking before
my final several weeks in Fiji. 27 boats departed for the ‘Round Malolo' race and I was sorry not to be
on SPALPEEN. I had already stayed several days - almost a week - longer than originally planned and
really needed to be on my way. I was also getting fat again from so much good eating.
"HM2 got underway shortly after 10 AM, motor sailing into the usual SE wind to clear the SE point of
the island. As I left the island behind I could already see the white cloud of sails rounding the NW
point, and I wondered how Sean and Carolyn were doing without their good luck mascot'. The wind
picked up to more than 20K from the S and the ride back to the W side of Viti Levu was bouncy.
"As I approached the port I changed plans and tacked around the corner into Saweni Bay just a few
kilometers S of Lautoka. The bay was protected from the SE to SW, whereas the open anchorage at
Lcsutoka is rather exposed. I spent the night at Saweni, calmly anchored while the wind continued to
honk along nearly ‘til morning.
“ Friday, as I made preparation, to leave for Latoka, a navy launch came up to check me out. An officer
came aboard for five minutes to check my documents and said I had been smart to anchor over in the
bay. This was my first contact with the Fiji Naval Force. I found them to be just as polite and helpful
as our other friends. I was pleased to see that they were keeping an eye on boaters in the islands. Most
of the sailors I have talked to have been boarded by the Navy at one time or another - always in a most
professional. seaman-like, and pleasant manner.
“Shortly later I motored to the yacht anchorage N of Queen’s Wharf off Lautoka. Nearby I found the
JANE RHODES and JOUTSIKKI. During the day I cleared in with customs at the wharf and got some
water aboard. The walk into town was not long, only about 2 km - and I got long-delayed letters into
the mail to B and Hilde along with the multi-page, handwritten letter that you read as the last letter
from the Captain. This time it was mailed to daughter Hilde who will key enter it in St. Louis and send
on to B for distribution. (Ed: a splendid plan, indeed!)
'”I took a quick look around the town which seemed to be very sleepy and quiet. I was surprised to see
storm shutters on many buildings. It seemed to be a month early for that since the bad weather
generally doesn't come to Fiji until mid-November, but I dismissed it as early preparation.. Back at the
wharf I ferried several more jerry cans of water aboard and wrote out a number of postcards for mailing
that evening. Later I returned to town looking for supper in a small restaurant but found them all
closed. This seemed curiouser and curiouser – so quiet for a Friday evening.

“Finally I stopped at the Hotel Lautoka where I found the dining room open though the front desk
receptionist had to open the door for me. I ordered chicken chop suey and sat pondering the strange
circumstances when an outgoing Australian, Capt. A. M. Downs, asked if he could sit with me. ‘What
do you think about the coup today and the curfew’; he asked. 'What coup?' What curfew?’ Don't you
know that Col. Rombuka seized the government this afternoon? There is a curfew for 8 PM.’
“It was then 7:45 PM. My eyes bugged and my jaw dropped. I was speechless. Then, ‘I’ve got to get
back to my boat.' 'You'll never make it before 8 o’clock mate’ he said. But I did. The waiters relayed
the problem to the kitchen and a moment later I had my dinner in an aluminum carryout tray and 1
hurried out. As I passed down the street in front of the hotel, a window opened and the waitress leaned
out with my reading glasses in her hand. ‘Vinaka,’ I gasped and broke into a run.
“I arrived back at Queen’s Wharf at 8:01 PM. breathing heavily. Severa1 Fijian soldiers in fatigues,
with guns, lounged around the gate. ‘Bula,' I babbled as I hurried by. 'Bula Bula ' they shouted to my
retreating back. I tumbled into the dinghy and started rowing, beginning to slow down a bit by now.
“I ate my still-warm chop suey from the tray in the cabin of the HM2 as I listened to the radio for the
first time that day. Only one channel of Radio Fiji was operating. It played pop. music with occasional
official announcements, mostly informing the population that all commercial activity and sports were
forbidden on Sunday. Normal business could be conducted between the hours of 5 AM and 8 PM
Saturday. There was no news of the coup at all. Radio New Zealand and Radio Australia had brief
reports gotten through their high Commissioners’ offices.
“Saturday morning I finished hauling water aboard and bought diesel and gasoline at the wharf. With
tanks topped up I headed into town to see what could be seen. Most businesses were still closed but I
couldn’t tell whether that was due to the weekend or the coup. The Morris Hedstrom supermarket was
open and rather crowded. I wouldn’t say it was outright panic buying, but suspect it was heavier than
usual.
“I bought several bags full of supplies and got a taxi to carry me back to the wharf where I found the
dinghy merrily bashing itself against the rocks of the jetty. The 5’ tide makes it difficult to moor a
dinghy anywhere there. 'The facilities are very poor - not only is there no dinghy dock, but the rocks
coupled with the tides and the swell put any dinghy at risk. I got the packages into the dink and shoved
off for the HM2 swearing at the stupid situation.
“During the afternoon I made still another trip to the wharf to wash clothes near the water faucet. I got
some strange looks from the men on the workboats who regularly lounge around the area but managed
to get the job done with no trouble. My shirts and shorts were hung in the rigging and I hoped that the
wind would continue from the W so that the soot from the huge sugar mill near the wharf would blow
away from the anchorage. The deck was already black with the deposit put down in the normal SE
wind. Looking at the mill I was reminded of a fire-breathing dragon. Steam spouted up from the
serrated roofs of the buildings every couple seconds in a regular manner with a hissing whoosh that
could have been, a monsters breath - and the air smelled like molasses.
'There was still no information to be had on Radio Fiji but BBC and Radio Australia reported that the
former Prime Minister and most of his cabinet ministers had been arrested and taken to a military
prison. The Governor Genera1 was under house arrest and there was talk that Col. Rombuka would

declare Fiji a Republic, controlled exclusively by indigenous Fijians under the Great Council of Chiefs.
It appeared that that very conservative body wanted to turn the clock back to the late 1800’s.
“The people I had met in Lautoka, both Fijian, and Indian, seemed very subdued, almost shocked.
There was no animosity that I could see; though life just seemed to go on at a slower pace. Fijians and
Indians shop, eat, talk, and do business together as they have in the past but there is a surrealistic
atmosphere over this part of the country. Military and police are not very much in evidence - certainly
not seen as much as they were in Suva where they could be found nearly everywhere a month earlier.
"I had planned to depart Lautoka for the Northern Yasawa lslands on Sunday, but the day was overcast
and dark - bad for threading my way between reefs, so I stayed put, bringing my log up-to-date and
reading. I talked to B through John, WB6LYR in Fresno, CA to let her know I was fine and that in
Western Fiji things were almost boringly calm.
“Monday, too, was overcast. No day for reef sailing, so I hung on, cursing the black particles of soot
that dropped from the smokestacks of the sugar mill. They burn sugar cane for fuel - perhaps the
dirtiest fuel known. The dragon breathed on.
“Freed from the Sunday do-nothing edict, I went into town and mailed a few more postcards, then
found an open office of Air Pacific, the Fijian airline, and inquired about ticket prices between
Auckland and the U.S. The fare she quoted - 2200 NZ dollars one way - left me with my jaw
dislocated. The agent thought I might find better deal in the States, possibly Continental Airlines. I
made a note to ask B to contact my old Pentagon ‘sidekick' Bob Meaut, who now operates Panarama
Travel in Warrenton, Virginia.
‘More boats showed up in the harbor. Several of them had been with me at Malolo Lailai. At this rate,
I could have stayed and enjoyed the activities through the weekend. I heard by radio that all the racers
got off on Sunday, but that the going was pretty slow. Incidentally, this is to be a true cruisers’ fun race
-- the winner will be drawn out of a hat at the party in Port Vila!
"With a sigh of relief I got underway again at 8:20 AM on Tuesday, September 29. After studying my
charts and the recently published Fiji cruising guide, I decided to make my way to the upper end of the
Yasawa Island chain and work my way back SW, ending once more at Malolo and/or Lautoka before
my jump-off for New Zealand about the 20th or 25th of October. The chief rationale for doing it this
way was the overriding concern of visibility in shoal waters.
"The Yasawas are shot through with complicated reefs. It is nearly impossible to move northward
safely during the morning hours in the islands - and the afternoons just aren’t long enough to get very
far. There was just one problem with my plan. 'The distance to Yasawa Island, the northernmost in the
group is too far for one day. I needed an anchorage somewhere near the half way mark of the 55-mile
trip, since I couldn’t start or finish the trip in poor light. I picked what appeared on the chart to be a
sickle shaped sheltering reef at about the right spot. I have successfully anchored on reefs in settled
weather in the past. Generally there is no problem in winds under 20 knots.
“The trip N was uneventful. The technique here is to aim for a reef and sail or motor until you see it then avoid it and sail to the next. It worked fine and I found my anchoring reef at 3:30 PM. The timing
seemed right. I was soon concerned though, because the reef and the depths behind it were much more

than I expected. I had to search for some time to find a 25' shelf that looked to be fairly free of coral
heads. I dropped the anchor and backed down, but it dragged once more.
“I began to become concerned. Again the rode was gotten back in and again I tried. This time it held
even when I reversed the prop and backed down strongly. The time was now 5 PM. I doubt that I could
have made more than another pass at anchoring with any visibility. With much relief I went below to
make a bit of supper in the last of the day’s light. Before long the wind piped up, still from the ESE' to
15 k and the motion of the boat became vigorous. I crawled in to my sea berth and dozed off while
listening to Radio Fiji since that was the easiest thing to do. I was worried because the lagoon was
obviously too deep to give me the protection I needed.
"Sure enough, about 11 PM. I was startled awake by a sudden change in the boat’s motion. In an
instant I was on the deck, and a glance at the depth meter told me that the anchor was dragging. I was
in 90' of water, visibility was nil - no moon at all, and the wind was now gusting to 20 knots. I started
the engine and prepared to pull in the anchor, but then decided my safest option would be to power
slowly NE with 100’ of chain out and hope to snag the anchor on a coral head before running up on the
reef itself.
"With any luck, the wind would then blow the boat back parallel to the general line of the reef and I
might be safe, even if uncomfortable, ‘til morning. Luck – or maybe it was the power- of faith or the
seafaring spirit of my dad - was with me and the boat was brought up short with the depth meter
showing 45' of water under the keel. The motion of the boat told me that we were holding fast even
when I powered strongly in reverse. I let out about another 100’ of chain to insure (or at least increase
the chance of holding and glanced at my watch.
''It was only midnight, but I felt as though I’d been doing push-ups all night. I lay in the seaberth and
listened to the chain growling against the coral. It felt as though I didn’t sleep at all, but actually I did
of course, in spite of the noise and the motion.
"I was up again about 5:30 in the first light of dawn to try and sort things out. The wind and waves had
subsided a bit, still from the ESE. A glance told me that the starboard (main) bow roller had been
totally smashed probably by the force of the wave that had dislodged us from our perch at 11 PM.
Otherwise things didn’t look too bad. The main line of the reef appeared to be about 50 yards to port;
though there were few breaking waves and it was hard to tell in the poor light.
"With the weight of the chain, about 45' free hanging, and the friction in the disabled roller, the
windlass couldn’t bring in any chain. I devised a block and tackle with a high lead to the whisker pole
attachment on the mast and was able to bring it in foot by foot, securing it at the windlass and moving
the chain hook frequently. I had to maneuver the boat often, powering forward and in reverse and
moving in circles in order to unwrap the chain from the coral heads.
"For quite a while I was afraid that I would have to cut the chain and leave the anchor, but I was
determined to retrieve as much of the chain as possible. With the sun up at 6:30 I could clearly see the
shoal along the reef line . There didn’t appear to be any danger of being blown on as I worked at getting
the anchor up, so I continued at my gyrations, alternately pulling in on the chain and powering in tight
circles, snubbing sharply on the chain from time to time.

"The forces on the remainder of the bow roller would have demolished it if it hadn’t already been
totaled. Finally at 8 AM the last of the snags broke free and I had both the chain and my faithfu1 CQR
anchor aboard. The shank of the anchor had a very slight bow, testimony to tremendous force at
sometime during my overnight adventure; and sections of the chain were bright from their constant
rubbing on the coral. I would have to try to get it tested and re-galvanized in New Zealand.
"The rest of the trip N to Yasawa Island was pretty uneventful. I sailed N along the line of reefs at the
western edge of the Bligh Water to Q10 Passage, a channel of deep water lined by reefs on both sides,
which led me NW toward the gap between Yasawa and Nacuia Islands. The small steep-to island of
Sawa-i-Lau served as a handy beacon for me. By noon I was nearly in Sawa-i-Lau Bay just S of
Yasawa, and an hour later I had explored the area and selected a small 20’ shoal shelf just W of Sawa-iLau lsland not far from a couple small houses on the shore.
"I would have chosen a spot further up in the NE bight of the bay, in spite of a strong gusty wind over
the shallows between the islands, but a couple of the large Blue Lagoon cruise boats were anchored
there and waved me away. My spot was fine and the water was calm but I did get occasional eddies and
gusts of wind coming around the peak of Sawa-i-Lau from time to time; and I was still shy about
anchoring after last night’s shemozz1e (to use Francis Chichester’s expressive word). Once I assured
myself we were ‘truly’ hooked I relaxed and did very little else during the afternoon' though I did talk to
Samuel, the owner of the houses on Sawa-i-Lau, who came by in a workboat. I said I’d be over to visit
him on Thursday. I slept well that evening.
“I worked hard all Thursday morning, unbolting and exchanging the two bow rollers on my sprit. I
would have to be very careful during the rest of my trip until I could get much stronger rollers bought or
made up and installed in, New Zealand. Just before noon I rowed ashore to see Samuel but met his
father Mumu instead since Sam had gone fishing. Mumu said that I could do Sevu Sevu at the village
of Nabukeru just to the N on Yasawa Island, so I rowed along the shore and across the shallows to the
town where I met 'Joseph’ and 'Evie’ who said that the chief was away, presumably in Suva, for one of
the many meetings after the coup.
"They said I could return on Friday or that they would see the Yaguona got to him. Not wanting to
dinghy the distance again, possibly in higher winds, I gave them the bundle but I'm really not sure I did
the right thing. The two men looked fine, and a number of the village women saw me give it to them,
so I suppose I technically filled my obligation.
‘After lunch on the boat, I returned to Sawa-i-Lau where Sam had returned from a diving trip with 35
Beche de Mer, the strange animal, also called the sea cucumber or sea slug, that still is gotten from the
sea bottom about 80’ down, gutted, dried, and sold in quantity to traders who take it to the orient where
it is considered a delicacy. This simple animal which moves so slowly that it could be mistaken for a
plant and looks more like a mottled loaf of pumpernickel than anything else, was the basis of power for
Cakabou (pronounced Thakombau}, the ferocious cannibal chief of Mabu Island who, with help from
the traders, became the first King of Fiji.

Samuel boils his Beche de Mer

“Sam showed me how he prepares the catch, gutting them and boiling them twice before drying. He
gets $15 Fiji per kilo, 3 Beche de Mer to the kilo, and sells all he can catch. He has gone high tech,
using scuba gear to collect many more than can be gotten with spears in the normal manner. He has a
gasoline driven compressor to fill his bottles even though he has no electricity at his house on Sawa-iLau . During the tourist season, he works at his other job as dive master at hotels like the Plantation
Resort on Malolo Lailai.
"During the afternoon I snorkeled on the reefs around the island and visited the famous limestone
cavern on Sawa-i-Lau. The reefs were magnificent, with more fish life than I had seen anywhere except
the Astrolabe. The cave was awe inspiring too, illuminated by the sun through crevasses high in the
ceiling above. In the bottom is a clear green pool of water which connects below the surface with
another cave back in - and that one is lighted only by the glowing green water itself. I think there are
more caves on the island, but this is the famous one, and deservedly so. The wind calmed down that
evening and I had my best night s sleep in several days -- the perfect ending for October 1, my dad's
birthday.
"Friday the second I was underway at 8:30 AM after gingerly bringing the anchor up. As usual it took a
bit of finesse to get the chain unwrapped from coral. I sailed SW down the E side of Nacuia with poor
light, to avoid the fringing reefs that showed up as bright green with rusty areas marking the shallowest
spots. It s surprising how instantly the colors can fade away and disappear when clouds obscure the
sun. About 11:15 AM, I threaded my way very cautiously through shallow coral and sand banks S of
Nacuia, a job that was made harder by a line of fleecy white clouds that seemed to be floating toward
the NE, directly up the island chain between it and the sun. Finally, I searched my way through a
narrow shallow channel in to the N end of the famous Blue Lagoon. This picturesque protected “Ocean
Lake is nearly surrounded by pretty islands. It s just what most of us think the south seas should look
like - the site of a couple of movies titled ‘Blue Lagoon’, the first filmed just after WWII.

‘I looked at the best known anchorage but thought it was deeper than I would like, about 45'. A Fijian
had paddled out in an inflatable dinghy and was helpfully pointing out a good spot, but I shouted
‘Vinaka' and continued around a point to the S and found a sandy place between two reefs in 25', just at
the isthmus between Nanuya Sewa and Nanuya Levu.
"'The latter island, also known as Turtle Island' has probably the most exclusive resort in Fiji. 'The
guests fly in on small seaplanes and relax out of the view of lesser beings. Yachties are not welcome
there. My hidey-hole was well out of their view - I was more exclusive still and remained there for
eight days, enjoying the beauty and solitude but able to walk along the beach or dinghy around to the
usual yacht anchorage when I wanted company.
"During my stay several yachts I knew anchored at Blue Lagoon, including SYLVIA, JOUTSIKKI,
DIKE (another Finnish yacht), and REPOSE, with hams aboard. I visited with the WeIls’ and the
Rapeli 's but spent most of my time alone or with some Fijian friends'. Naivalu, Wasone, and Vilisi,
men who lived in a village on the E side of Nanua Sewa.
"One day I walked around the island, a project that took a full morning at low tide. Wasone was aboard
for lunch one day and invited me to a Kava party at the Blue Lagoon beach site (the cruise line rents a
section of the beach and has barbecue facilities there for its tourists) that evening. After the tourists
were entertained by a group of islanders' we stayed on ‘til 11 PM. singing, drinking Kava (it grows on
you) -- and talking. It was great fun and I slept well that night. There wasn't even a hangover though I
must have consumed several quarts of the stuff.
"When entertaining aboard HM2, I was amused that none of my Fijian friends could blow my Triton
horn 'Paundra'. Vilisi tried it one day, puffed his cheeks, and blew so hard that a cloud of dust and salt
came out. My visitors always brought a gift, usually some fruit, but occasionally a shell necklace. I
didn’t have much to give in return but some old shoes, a cast off ring binder and many packages of
cookies were given. The items most prized were the ‘Navy’ baseball caps donated by long-time friend
Dave Rosenberg in Washington. I wished' not for the first time that he could be with me to enjoy these
incredible people. They are so much like him in many ways.
"Incidentally, this thing of gift giving is a way of life among the islanders. They are constantly giving
each other things of value. Yachties have caught the spirit too, especially those who have returned from
Australia and New Zealand year after year. Bob Wells, who has been sailing in the islands since 1974,
has given countless outboard engines to his friends and is loved through the outer islands. Within 20
minutes of his arrival in Blue Lagoon, everyone on the island knew he had come and there was a
welcome committee on the beach.
"He and Sylvia had had a rough trip up, with him in the rigging spotting reefs - a job usually given to a
young crew member when one is available. He had a headache and felt terrible - went to bed. I had
dinghed around to say hello; having been told by Vitisi of the ‘Big Arrival’, and had the slightly sad
task of going ashore to tell Naivalu and others that Bob would rest up and go see them the next
morning. They understood, of course.
“One cruising couple told me about a New Zealander who sailed north to the islands every winter for
years, always bringing thoughtful gifts for his many friends in the islands. Over the years he and his

boat got older, of course, and finally were lost at sea in a storm while bringing a complete dismantled
piano for a favorite church.
"In addition to exploring and socializing, I wrote on the boat, enjoyed some gorgeous sunsets, and
managed to clean up the bottom and topsides in preparation for the big trip S to New Zealand later in
the month. The water was so clean and clear that it was a treat to do the work. Of course I checked out
the nearby reefs while I had my mask and fins on, so it wasn't all toil at all. Har Har.
“Saturday, October 10, I pushed off, heading SW again along the island chain, bound for Soso Bay at
the S end of Naviti Island. Again, I spotted my way down, just east of the fringing reefs on Yaqeta
Island, then inside the huge off-lying reef, Cakau Nasau along the E shore of Naviti, tucking up into the
deep bay close by the town of Soso, seat of the Tui Naviti, the King of Naviti - one of the greatest
chiefs of Fiji.
"By 1 PM. I was anchored and watched as four more sailboats came in, from Waua to the south to
anchor nearby. Among them were ANGELSEA with Bryan and Rita aboard from Wellington, NZ, and
my friends John and Beverly and crew Jennifer from near Auckland on the JANE RHODES. John had
been successful in taking Ruth, their earlier crew.friend, to Nadi Airport and picking up Jennifer there
the day after the second coup. Jennifer said the toughest part of her trip was convincing her family and
friends that it was really all right to come.
"Bryan, Rita, and I went ashore to do our Sevu Sevu and were received by the wife of the Tui Naviti
where she and other women were weaving a beautiful Pandamous floormat. They performed the
traditional ceremony - the first time I’d seen it done by women - and welcomed us to the island. She
also explained the meaning of the ceremony very nicely, saying that this made us official guests of the
Tui, his protection and entitled to help by all islanders. The ladies invited us to come to the church
services on Sunday. Services were scheduled for 7 AM, 10 AM, and 4 PM. We said we'd be delighted
to attend at 10 AM.
"John, who went to do Sevu Sevu later in the afternoon, was received at the Tui’s house. He said it was
beautiful inside, with nice furniture and a Persian rug on the floor. We missed that, but had a distinct
treat on Sunday morning at church. The service got started at 10:50 (10 AM Fiji time) after Sunday
school. All of the sailing crews turned out, 12 of us from the five boats, and we seated ourselves
according to the custom, ladies on the right side of the aisle, men on the left.
"The church itself was gorgeous, with lovely wood carvings stained (or more likely natural) in several
shades from light pine color to a dark reddish black. Angels and shepherds graced the ceiling, several
bas-relief apostles looked down from the walls, and the lectern on the pulpit was in the shape of an
open book held up by two hands. The service was familiar to me as a sometime Methodist, though I
think the actual brand of Protestantism is whatever the original LMSS (London Missionary Society)
faith has evolved into in the islands.
“I recognized the tunes of some of the hymns, though not, of course, the words and had no trouble
following the service. A new local friend (from a Saturday night visit on the HM2), Solomoni
NaSaunivaks, graciously loaned me his well-worn bible so I could follow the lesson: Mark 10:17 and
on about the rich man who hoped for salvation and Jesus' reaction.

"The sermon was in Fijian, of course, but the minister kindly gave a summary of it in English for the
benefit for our friends from overseas. It seemed to be aimed at the children, of whom there were many
- perhaps a quarter of the congregation - all sitting together and so well behaved that I couldn’t believe
my eyes and ears. An old man with a walking stick kept them all in line with a fierce look that seemed
to shrivel any beginning of horseplay on the spot.
“As always the singing was glorious. No hymnals used and no obvious leader, but full forced singing
and soaring harmonies that made me glow with pleasure. From the smiles, it made them glow too.
There was no accompaniment and none was needed. The poor sailor may have been making a mistake
with his piano, though I know it would have been loved and cherished by his Fijian friends.
“After the service many of the congregation came up outside the church to say Mbula and shake hands.
It was a glorious sunny day and one I won’t soon forget. The village kids helped us shove our dinghies
off the beach and I was soon in my swimsuit for a quick dip and a rinse off before lunching with the
crew of the JANE RHODES.
“Monday was a work day, mostly writing on this log, the 14th I’ve sent off so far. I had a nice talk with
B through Virgil. K70XM in Vancouver, Washington. Radio propagation to the States has been very
poor of late. I'd been listening nearly every day in case word might come of Janet's baby but some of
the time I copied stateside stations very weakly while they apparently heard me not at all.
"B passed the word that she had arranged a flight for me from Auckland on 20 November through Bob
Meaut’s Panorama Travel Agency in Warrenton, Virninia. Apparently Bob's agency is just fine, and that
pleases me because he’s one of the genuinely nicest people I’ve ever known.
“I also talked to fellow ham, Sam McCluney on the yacht DX. He was on his way from Port Vila to
Mellish Reef NE off Australia's Harrier Reef. That tiny dot on the chart is a unique ham radio country,
much in demand by amateur contact hunters. This time Sam was sailing with a young Canadian
crewman, ultimately bound for Cairns, Australia.
“Solo and his six year old son Viliame, Billy, came by during the evening so I shared some of my
Lipton’s beef rice 10 minute dinner with them. Solo had six big pawpaws for me and I had a large US
flag for him. October 10 is the Fijian Independence Day but since it fell on Saturday this year the
celebration was on Monday. I explained about the 4th of July in the US and he said he'd fly it on the
4th. Some US yachties may get a surprise next year.
"I went in to Soso village Tuesday morning to meet the rest of Solo's family. His wife, Amele, baked
me a bun, actually a large round loaf of bread, to provide a welcome change from my cabin biscuits on
board the HM2. She also insisted on giving me a necklace for B and two beautiful cowry shells as
souvenirs of Naviti. I was embarrassed because I really didn't have many gifts left to give. My 2 1/2
months in Fiji had depleted my stock, which never had been very big to begin with.
“I did feel better when, after watching Solo and his 23 year old son Ratu Meuni working on their
fishing boat, I was able to provide some bedding compound for a leaking depth finder transponder
installation and some epoxy cement for a small crack in the fiberglass covering of the hull. I had
watched from the HM2 the day before as the whole village turned out to pull and push the 25’ boat up

the beach on log rollers and prop it in place. The island-built boat was quite impressive, well
constructed of wood with fiberglass covering and a 20 hp Yanmar engine, a newer version of my own.

The villagers' home-built fishing boat

“While we were working on the sunny beach a rubber duckie powered ashore and out stepped Walter,
owner of ODALISQUE, a buddy from French Polynesia whom I hadn’t seen for several months. His
75' gold-plater had had extensive work done in Papeete but he was still having engine problems and
had had to abort a trip N to the Blue Lagoon while he tracked down a replacement bearing in Lautoka.
Apparently it isn’t enough to have lots of money here in Paradise - or perhaps it would be more
accurate to say that lots of money doesn’t necessarily guarantee a trouble-free time out here. He and
Helen were worried because he had lost his engineer in Suva.
About 2 PM Bob and Sylvia Wells came in on SYLVIA. They invited me to dinner that evening and we
had a fine time. "
IMPORTANT NEWS' "Wednesday morning at 7:30 AM I got word from a sailing ham acquaintance,
Peter, M6DQN on FREE SPIRIT at Taveuni that a regular contact of mine, Tom, WA6TLL in Riverside,
CA had been calling me on the Seafarers Net Tuesday evening with good news to pass. That could only
mean one thing: I was a grandfather because Jan and Janet's baby had arrived.
" I departed at 8 30 AM for the is1and of Waya. The sailing was easy. I had no problem eyeballing my
way S and around the island of Waya LaiLai and an anchorage next to the JANE RHODES once more. I
invited their crew over for supper that evening to celebrate my birthday and the arrival of the number
one grandchild.
“By great good fortune I was able to contact Tom in California on the afternoon ham net and he
confirmed that Jan had called him the previous evening. I tried calling Jan but naturally he wasn’t
home. I did get B though, and she told me Janet was fine and gave me the details about 6 lb. 2 oz.
CORY ALEXANDER SIMMONS-EDLER.
“John, Beverly, and Jennifer came over at 6 PM. and we had a nice evening on the HM2. Some comic
relief was provided by Jerry, an islander, who came by and invited himself aboard, and hung on the

fringes of our conversation for more than an hour. It turned out he was smitten by Jennifer. She is an
attractive woman and he wasn’t a bit put off that she is a wife and mother with one child.
"Later, after Jerry had departed, we broke open the bottle of champagne Rick Rhodes had given me a
year ago and that I had carried half way around the world. With the warm bubbly we toasted the new
parents and child and enjoyed another beautiful evening under the southern stars.
“We made plans for an early departure, me to Lautoka and John to Malolo Lailai, on Thursday. Both
boats were beginning the process of departure for New Zealand, but that is a story to be told later. "
**********
Until we see you soon, take care of yourselves. Love, B and K,
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